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The September 2022 edition of SA Aluminium News comes to you with less
than a month before the globe gathers for the 2nd AFSA International
Aluminium Conference & Exhibition (IACE2022) at the CTICC in Cape Town at
the end of October. This event is billed as the premium global aluminium
event of 2022 and judging by the line-up of speakers, delegates, and
exhibitors, all the signs are showing that it will surely surpass all our
expectations. 

FROM THE

We are looking forward to hosting many of you in our country this October, to
enjoy our hospitality and learn more about the South African aluminium
industry at the highly anticipated AFSA IACE2022.  The  event  will  take place
from Wednesday, 26 October to Thursday, 

Chief Executive Officer
Muzi Manzi

CEO'S DESK

The next edition of the AFSA
newsletter will be released in
December. SA Aluminium News calls
upon all AFSA members to submit
news for inclusion in the next edition.
Members as well as suppliers into
the trade can advertise in the
newsletter at discounted rates.

27 October 2022, at the Cape Town
International Convention Centre, in South
Africa.
  
Follow us on social media to stay up to
date on the latest #IACE2022 news and
updates.

SEPTEMBER 2022

The event aims to position the South African aluminium industry as a premium
supplier to the continent and the world; and serves as a stepping-stone
towards the vision of “Doubling Local Aluminium Demand by 2030”.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/muzi-manzi-18545a14/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/muzi-manzi-18545a14/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/muzi-manzi-18545a14/


Editor’s Note
It has been four months since I joined the AFSA team
as the Head of Marketing, and it has been an exciting,
whirlwind journey filled with welcomed challenges
and new experiences. I’m fortunate to be a part
of a small team that can band together and 

In this issue, we take a look at the AGM
proceedings as we delve into the
Chairman’s report and welcome our new
Chairperson. 

I hope you enjoy the fresh look and great
new features. 
Happy reading!

Communications & Marketing Lead
Ntombi Nondaba
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tenaciously tackle the mammoth task of
planning, organising and ultimately hosting
what is set to be one of the leading global
aluminium events of the year: The AFSA
International Aluminium Conference and
Exhibition - #IACE2022. 
I’m looking forward to what the future holds
for me as I journey with AFSA.

I have a passion for Marketing, and I love that my position
allows me the freedom to exercise my creativity and innovative
flair, whilst employing a strategic and analytical approach.
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Annual General Meeting

Report
C H A I R M A N ' S

OPENING REMARKS

The world is at the tail end of a
pandemic which caused such
untold devastation of unparalleled
proportion to livelihoods. The
economic recovery has
unfortunately been interrupted by
a myriad of challenges, chief
among them being the interruption
to global supply chains resulting in
increased inflation and supply
shortages. These past years have
seen an unprecedent rally in the
LME price of aluminium as well as
improved profitability in the
industry. There is optimism that
these surpluses will result in capital
formation which will translate into
increased supply and demand
towards the attainment of the
South African Aluminium Industry
Roadmap (SAAIR) deliverables. Key
among the deliverables of the
SAAIR remain the “doubling of local
demand by 2030”.  A second major
deliverable is for the industry to
become a net exporter of value
added and finished products.  At
the current rate of development,
the industry is well underway to
achieving this feat.

The role of aluminium within the global
economy, continues to grow and is
undoubtedly expected to play an integral role
in helping many nations achieve their
sustainability targets. The market size of the
global aluminium industry reached
approximately 150 billion USD in 2020. It is
estimated that this value will reach 210 billion
USD around 2030, driven mainly by the
construction and packaging sectors, and
supplemented by transport developments and
advancements in processing equipment and
manufacturing technologies. 

We saw the demand for aluminium shift and
fluctuate to a great extent during the
pandemic; with decreased sales observed
after the initial implementation of lockdown
restrictions, to a sharp increase in demand
post lockdown, resulting in a supply deficit, with
further strain placed by the Russian-Ukraine
conflict.

Throughout the world, the commodity markets
have been influenced to a significant extent by
the war in Ukraine. This impact has occurred on
two fronts: mainly the deterioration of
productive capacity and secondly, the
influence on production and trade after the
imposition of sanctions on Russia. A prominent
casualty of the conflict has been Rusal, the
Russian aluminium producer 

01 March 2021 TO 28 February 2022
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Held on 22 July 2022, AFSA Offices (4-6 Skeen Boulevard, Bedfordview, SA)
and Online, Hybrid

THE ALUMINIUM INDUSTRY AT A GLANCE 
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FUTURE ALUMINIUM DEMAND AREAS 

The expansion of the international
aluminium market will undoubtedly result
in an increase in the production of
aluminium; however, the emissions of
carbon dioxide resulting in increased
carbon footprints is a cause for concern. In
order to further enhance the sustainability
of the aluminium value chain, producers
throughout the world are considering
sustainable production processes.

The use of aluminium scrap metal in
production is the closet South African
producers can get to producing green
aluminium. The fate of local producers lies
in the greening of the Eskom energy mix
which currently remains heavily reliant on
fossil fuels. The International Aluminium
Institute recognises the fact that close to
50% of global primary aluminium is
produced from coal-based electricity and
committed to achieving net-zero carbon
for the sector only by 2050. The market for
green aluminium or low-carbon aluminium
is gaining momentum. Throughout the
world, investments by businesses in green
technologies are driving the development
of a green aluminium value chain. The
pressure on the manufacturers of
aluminium to meet and achieve the
climate goals is significant to such an
extent that it is causing a shift in the
commodity trading markets. 
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THE GREENING OF THE 
ALUMINIUM VALUE CHAIN

which stopped its production in Ukraine at
the Nikoleva Alumina Refinery, citing
logistical challenges. Analysts from
Goldman Sachs determined that the
primary risk to the aluminium market is this
reduction in supply which causes a
suspension of the Russian smelting
capacity. After China, Rusal is the second
largest producer of aluminium, accounting
for around 6% of the global supply.

Whilst we await the South African
electricity grid to become greener by
connecting more renewable energy
projects, AFSA Members and the
aluminium industry at large should find
ways to utilise aluminium scrap metal
where possible. Therefore, it is necessary to
consider efficient recycling technologies
that can be used to achieve the desired
results. We therefore implore entities such
as Mintek, CSIR and Universities to
accelerate research and development
around aluminium recycling and efficient
smelting in order to support the industry in
its drive towards attaining carbon
neutrality.

In the upcoming years, it is projected that
there will be a 30% increase in the demand
for aluminium, therefore necessitating an
additional 33.3 Mt of aluminium to be
developed by the sector in order to meet
the global aluminium demand. The West is
currently the major user of aluminium. In
the case of South Africa, the use of
aluminium will increase in areas such as
the construction sector; driven primarily by
aesthetic considerations and durability.
With the concept of smart cities, there will
undoubtedly be a significant demand for
aluminium. Another significant growth
area remains the automotive industry;
driven primarily by the need for light
weighting in internal combustion engine
vehicles as a means to offset the rising fuel
costs. However, the proliferation of the new
battery powered vehicles will serve as
another area of significant demand for
aluminium in the future.

With the emergence of new food and
beverage enterprises, we expect to see an
increase in the demand for aluminium
within the packaging industry. 

SEPTEMBER 2022



REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT

The Memorandum of Incorporation
(MoI) adopted in July 2020 remains
in effect, and to this end, no
amendments have been identified
for consideration by this year's
AGM. However, Members are
encouraged to raise areas of
improvement for consideration
and ultimately, adoption by the
AGM. 

AFSA’s resources have been fully expended
towards the planning of the International
Conference and we are pleased to report that
preparations for the conference are well
underway, and significant progress has been
recorded thus far. It has been estimated that
the conference will require roughly 25 speakers.
A campaign has also been launched to solicit
AFSA Members to make speakers available and
the response has been very positive. Members
and Non-Members alike have been very
receptive by taking up the available exhibition
booths, which will be displayed in the exhibition
hall. We expect to sell out these booths in the
coming months.

Hoping to see all of you in Cape Town this
October.
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MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

The AFSA team has initiated a
number of engagements with
some of the very important
stakeholders within Government
and industry at large. AFSA has
renewed its BUSA membership
once again and continues to
participate in some of the very
influential committees of this
organisation in order to advance
Members’ interests. During the past
12 months, AFSA has continued its
collaborations with stakeholders to
serve the Members better. 

THE AFSA INTERNATIONAL ALUMINIUM
CONFERENCE AND EXHIBITION

As of 28 February 2022, AFSA had 70 members
in good standing, comprising 5 premium
members and 60 ordinary members. Our
several marketing interventions will continue in
2022/2023 to encourage more businesses to
join the Federation. We have seen an increase
in the number of applications in the first half of
the current financial year. The upcoming
conference will also shine a light on AFSA with
the expectation that more companies will
indicate their interest in joining the Federation.

AFSA has experienced an exponential growth in
the number of followers online, with our
LinkedIn following increasing from 700 followers
in the previous financial year to well over 2500
followers currently. As a result, we have seen an
increase in the number of engagements with
AFSA from a global audience. 

MEMBERSHIP

SEPTEMBER 2022



I will continue my association with
AFSA as I remain available to

contribute in other ways outside of
serving as a Board Member. 
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Despite the economic hardships
experienced last year, AFSA's finances
are healthy due to the generous
contributions and continued support,
particularly from the Premium
Members: South32, Hulamin, Wispeco,
SurTec, and Velocity Ventures.

We are grateful that AFSA has retained
the support from our premium
members for the 2022/2023 financial
years, ensuring that the Federation is
secured financially to serve its
members and grow the aluminium
industry. In addition, a new Premium
Member, Velocity Ventures has joined
the Federation during the period under
review. 

Members and Stakeholders will be
given a comprehensive financial report
of the Federation during the course of
this AGM, presented by a representative
of Nwanda Incorporated. 

Wishing the industry and the AFSA
team a successful 2021/22. AFSA is
looking forward to hosting you again in
July 2023. 

Mr David Mertens
Chairman: Aluminium Federation of South Africa

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE 

CLOSING REMARKS

I am confident that the incoming Board together
with the new Chairperson, will take the Federation
to greater heights. The industry is gearing itself for
the upcoming AFSA International Aluminium
Conference and Exhibition at the end of October
later this year in Cape Town. This premier
aluminium event will give the industry at large, an
opportunity to take stock of the achievements of
the South African Aluminium Industry Roadmap
and further position the industry on a growth
trajectory. The foundation of the past few years
remains solid, and this will make it easier for the
incoming leadership to build from. 

AFSA, as an organisation, exists on the generosity
and support of its Members. I would therefore like
to send a special message of gratitude to the
Premium and Ordinary Members of the Federation.
Your continued and valued support is much
appreciated, and I am optimistic that this
relationship will continue to strengthen. 

Lastly, I would also like to thank the AFSA Board for
their support and wish the incoming Board and
Chairperson the very best in their endeavours. I am
confident that the Federation will continue to grow
from strength to strength.

22 JULY 2022, BEDFORDVIEW

SEPTEMBER 2022

As you may be aware, I am giving my
final report at today’s AGM. I have
served as the Chairman of this Board
for well over 3 years and the time has
come for me to hand over the reins to
a new leader of the Federation. The
Federation has achieved great strides
in recent years, courtesy of the
capable team of distinguished Board
Members.
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Chairman: Aluminium Federation of South Africa

AS OF 22 JULY 2022

Giuseppi Carosini
Ayanda Mngadi 
Dan Pillay           
Mike Shirran  
Enno Krueger       
Hermann Rolfes   
Muzi Manzi          
Njabulo Dlamini   
Shawn Williams     
Sizwe Khumalo    
Sudesh Singh        
Zithulele Gumede  
Nishant Jain 
Goodrich Kowane

It is our great pleasure to welcome Mr
Giuseppi Carosini, CEO of Guala Closures
South Africa, as the new Chairperson of the
AFSA Board. Mr Carosini has thirty years of
management experience in multiple sectors
of the packaging industry.

Guala Closures (Pty) Ltd 
Hulamin 
Metal & Tool Trade (Pty) Ltd
Hulamin Consultant
Foseco SA
Wispeco (Pty) Ltd
AFSA CEO
South 32
Surtec SA (Pty) Ltd
Bingelela Alloys (Pty) Ltd
Zimco Metals
Hulamin 
Velocity Venture (Pty) Ltd
Hulamin

Mr Giuseppi Carosini
Guala Closures (Pty) Ltd 

INTRODUCING OUR NEW CHAIRMAN

I would like to thank the board for the vote
of confidence in me. I am honoured to
accept the position as chairperson of
AFSA. David Mertens set a high standard
and in doing so made a significant
contribution to AFSA. It will be challenging
to fill David’s shoes, but I will endeavour to
add value to AFSA. 

It has been a difficult two and a half years;
extremely challenging for all industries,
including the aluminium industry. Most of
us have had to focus inwards to survive
the pandemic; the soaring costs and more
recently the spike in loadshedding which is
impacting our output and performance.
Hopefully the worst has passed, and we
can move forward, focusing outwardly in
support of our youth, our skills
development, innovation, and growth
within the aluminium sector. 
Hopefully I will have the opportunity to
meet with the members of the board, AFSA
sponsors and members in person at the
AFSA International Aluminium Conference
and Exhibition, this October, in Cape Town.

In closing I look forward to working with
Muzi Manzi and the administration of AFSA
from today onwards. 

SEPTEMBER 2022
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In addition to your paid for marketing campaign CBN will include 
• 1 x Exclusive interview with our editor for 2023 

• 1 x Free Annual Company Listing on our website

Book now for 
CBN’s 2023 
Digital Feature 
Focus

Sectors include: Transport & Logistics / Maritime & Ship Repairs / Food, Beverage & Dairy /
Aluminium Fabrication / Renewable Energy / Sustainability - Carbon Emissions

Booking deadline - 5 December 2022 
Contact: Robin Dunbar
t: +27 21 250 0400 
e: robin.dunbar@cbn.co.za 

www.cbn.co.za

Follow us on: cape.bus.news Cape Business Newsroom @_BusinessNewsCt



Tech
ALUMINIUM CASTING

Talk
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with Jan Lukaszewski

Casting micro and macrostructures
Sand casting 
Die casting (gravity, and high and
low pressure)
Vacuum-assisted die casting
Squeeze casting
Investment casting
And newer processes which include
Thixoforming and Rheocasting 

With over 90 different casting
processes available, Jan discussed the
following:

The Aluminium Federation's (ALFED, UK)
Technical Manager, Jan Lukaszewski,
provided insights on aluminium casting to
the Aluminium Federation of South Africa's
Technical Meeting virtually on the 7th of
July 2022. 

According to Jan, metal casting, also known
as liquid metal engineering, remains the
most cost-effective method to produce a
wide range of components, from tiny
macroscopic parts to colossal and high
volumes. Components with complex internal
cavities and hollow channels, such as car
engine blocks, can only be formed by this
particular manufacturing method. The
presentation outlined the various techniques
and their application to specific product
applications and explored how castings offer
alternative manufacturing processes. 

Aluminium is ideal for casting as it has
a low melting point (660 ̊C). This
melting temperature is lower than that
of steel, enabling the use of steel
moulds for casting. Aluminium has 
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Jan Lukaszewski
ALUMINIUM FEDERATION

high fluidity, making it optimal for casting
because of the high flow rate resulting in
highly detailed complex castings. It is
crucial to ensure that the melt quality or
chemistry is optimus through treatment. 

It is a common occurrence for dross to
form during aluminium casting. The
temperature of the melt determines the
level of dross generation in the furnace. It
is, therefore, vital to keep the furnace
temperature under control since dross
formation accelerates above 782 ̊C.

It is also well known that aluminium has an
affinity for oxygen and would react
instantly with oxygen, therefore, avoid
interruptions when pouring to prevent
bubble entrapment. 

Ultra large or mega castings for
automotive substituting pressed
assemblies.
Cast battery boxes with integral
cooling and crash absorption.
Developments of heat-treatable
ultralight high pressure and vacuum
die castings for chassis and motor
cradles.
Higher strength development through
solidification/thermal fine grain
refinement.
New alloys specifically to support
squeeze castings as a substitution for
forgings.
Ultra-high strength, high fatigue parts
production through the rheocasting.
Develop ceramics technology to enable
non-soldering die-casting dies.

The presentation concluded with a
summation of the opportunities presented
by casting technologies, which include the
following:

SEPTEMBER 2022

The tech talk on aluminium castings was very
insightful. The session was detailed, explaining
everything from the liquid state, solidification,
pros and cons, and the different casting
processes mechanical processes. I enjoyed
learning about the various cast components.

-Peggy Leremi
  Technical Lead, AFSA



Aluminium
in Green 
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Recent guidelines for energy and
environmental conservation that are
being implemented for the latest
structures are posing novel problems for
architects. This represents a dramatic shift
in how buildings are designed and built,
one that will satisfy the new building
standards of the twenty-first century.

The characteristics of building materials,
such as their strength, aesthetics,
recyclability, and lack of emissivity, are
fully used in modern architecture, which is
frequently characterised as being human-
friendly. However, few structural materials
exhibit these technical traits and provide
responsible resource usage while
upholding respect for the environment.
The selected material needs to be robust
and highly formable to enable the
creation of components with distinctive
and complex forms that can be
assembled quickly and securely. The
requirement of an assembly of huge
panels to be employed as the building
facades necessitates the connection
requirement, which is particularly crucial.

A good illustration of how the physical
characteristics of aluminium is rationalised
in both the design and the intended use is
the design of a facade. It is advantageous to

employ a variety of extruded aluminium
profiles with varying geometries and
mechanical qualities in the design and
fabrication phases of the energy active glass
facades.

Extruded profiles composed of aluminium
and its alloys are advantageous, as they
have a broad variety of geometrical forms
and distinctive physical qualities, which
differentiates them from steel-based
constructions. The design and fabrication
flexibility in terms of geometrical and
metallurgical alterations in aluminium forms
has won over the architectural and building
community.

Buildings



Environmental issues, which are primarily
concerned with potential changes in the
world's climate, have recently drawn a lot of
attention and presented obstacles on a
global scale. Terminologies such as
sustainable buildings or sustainable
architecture are frequently used in place of
green buildings and green architecture.
Green buildings are defined as structures
which are concerned about the
environment, natural resources, and energy
usage whilst still providing residents with a
comfortable and secure internal
environment. This new strategy also
considers how individuals are affected by
the standard and health of the workplace.

The most crucial feature for aluminium
producers is that the alloys precisely meet
the material criterion in green architecture,
which is the use of secure materials with a
"closed life cycle" that permits reuse or
recycling. Additionally, aluminium alloys
flawlessly satisfy all standards for recyclable
and non-toxic construction materials.

technical solutions for green architecture
because of its physical and chemical
properties coupled with the benefits it
provides to the environment.

·Its lack of toxicity, lack of magnetic
properties, and lack of combustibility;
making it a safe material.
·It has a long service life, resulting in
low maintenance.
·The potential to alloy aluminium to
increase strength and durability.
·It is an extremely desirable structural
material due to its high strength-to-
weight ratio.
·A material with good thermal conductivity
can be desirous in some circumstances. 
·Reduced emissivity and high reflectivity
are essential for minimising solar radiation.
·Aluminium is a desirable material to
process on the building site due to its
high workability in a variety of forms
(rolled, cast, extruded), as well as its
ability to be welded.
·Aluminium may be painted or
anodized for a variety of ornamental
and aesthetically pleasing effects.

The most crucial material properties for
architects are:

Over the last twenty to thirty years, there
has been a steady increase in the usage
of aluminium alloys. Aluminium is a great
contender   for   innovative   ideas   and 
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Aluminium can be recycled several
times with only 5% of the energy
needed for its initial manufacturing.
Approximately 40% of aluminium is
recycled at present.
Aluminium's light weight results in
reduced energy, transportation, and
application costs.
Due to aluminium’s recyclability,
less building material waste and
landfill refuse are produced.

The benefits of aluminium for the
environment are equally great and
play a big role in modern green
architecture.

The benefits include:
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Aluminium has a significant role to play
in enabling innovative, energy efficient
designs to minimise energy usage and
provide increased comfort and better
management of temperature and
natural lighting, and to operate more
sustainably.

It is essential to encourage energy-
efficient designs that include functional
glass, blinds, shades, and panels to
significantly reduce energy consumption.
Due to the potential of natural ventilation,
the double skin facade may greatly
increase both heat exchange
management and sound insulation. In
addition, it offers extra protection for
complex and effective shading systems.

SEPTEMBER 2022



necessitated the requirement of
aluminium products in the construction
industry. In the housing sector, aluminium
structural materials are now extensively
used due to the range of benefits it offers.
Aluminium structural materials are easy to
handle on-site, they are lower in cost in
comparison to structural steel members
and architecturally, they add to the visual
appeal in the aesthetics of the building.
The modular construction primarily uses
aluminium sandwiched panels as they can
be assembled on-site and provide a cost-
effective yet energy-efficient solution. This
form of construction can reshape the
future of the real estate sector with homes
that are semi-portable and cost-efficient,
which would be beneficial on construction
sites on mountainous hilly terrains. This
type of construction has less harm to the
built environment, in contrast to typical
concrete-based construction which emits
higher carbon gas emission.

The application of aluminium products is
not limited to small scale houses and
modular construction only. In the recent
years, scientific progress in material
technology  has opened new doors  for  the

Aluminium is now the first choice in
glazed windows, doors, and wall panels.
These components use aluminium
material for framing instead of steel.
Additionally, aluminium glazed panels
add beauty in the aesthetics of a
building.

It is undeniable, that aluminium has been
one of the major breakthroughs in green
building architectural design and
functionality. It is a viable solution for
architectural and structural use. This
confirms that aluminium is the most
sustainable green building material in
comparison to other building materials.

Increased research and information
sharing should be encouraged to
educate the public and drive awareness
of aluminium as a sustainable material,
which benefits both the environment and
society as a whole.

use of aluminium products in the
architectural sector, particularly for high
rise buildings.

The global climatic challenges that the
world is currently experiencing have

14
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Dubbed “the premium global aluminium event
of 2022”. Previously having taken place in 2016,
the long-awaited second installment of the
AFSA International Aluminium Conference and
Exhibition is anticipated to bridge the gap and
reinforce relations between the local and
international aluminium industry, by hosting
participants from all over the world, in varying
disciplines and industries.

IACE is the perfect opportunity
to increase your brand's
exposure by providing a
platform to showcase your
product and service offerings to
potential customers.
Reinforce existing connections
and generate new leads by
networking and engaging with
existing and potential clients.

For enquiries, kindly send an
email to: conference@afsa.org.za 
For more details visit:

HIGHLIGHTS

To maximise networking opportunities for
attendees, IACE will feature three networking
events as part of the event. We will start with a
site factory visit on Tuesday, 25 October 2022,
at the Guala Closures Group South Africa
facility in Cape Town - the market leader in the
production of aluminium and “non-refillable”
closures. Furthermore, a cocktail and
prizegiving event is scheduled on 26 October
from 18h00 in the exhibition hall. The final
networking session is scheduled to take place
on the 28th of October, a day after the main
conference proceedings, by visiting several
esteemed vineyards in both Stellenbosch and
Franschhoek in Cape Town. Our delegate
registration package includes the above-
mentioned Guala Closures factory tour, the
cocktail networking and prize giveaway event,
and the full-day wine tour, all at no extra cost. 

REGISTRATION

Registration is open to all;
whether you would like to register
as a delegate, or pre-register for
a complimentary visitor ticket.

We anticipate over 200
participants, including a full slate
of speakers comprising of local
and international industry experts. 

www.aluminiumsouthafrica.com
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EXHIBIT
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#IACE2022

THE
PREMIUM
GLOBAL
ALUMINIUM
EVENT
OF
2022

ALUMINIUM
FEDERATION OF
SOUTH
AFRICA

26 - 27 OCTOBER 2022

Convention Square
1 Lower Long Street

Cape Town
8001

 

ABOUT THE CONFERENCE

The Aluminium Federation of South Africa (AFSA) will
be hosting the International Aluminium Conference
and Exhibition (IACE) this October.

CAPE TOWN ICC

WWW.ALUMINIUMSOUTHAFRICA.COM

THEME

Aluminium:
Lightweight, Durable & Sustainable

The conference aims to position the South
African aluminium industry as a premium
supplier to the continent and the world, and
serves as a stepping-stone towards the vision of
“Doubling Local Aluminium Demand by 2030”.



DURABLE

ART & ALUMINIUM

ROBUST LIGHTWEIGHT
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Studio NØDE forms part of the Woodstock
based Bronze Age Studio in Cape Town, which
was founded by sculptor Otto du Plessis in 1997.
Their material of choice is aluminium, due to its
durability, light weight, and unique properties.
Anodising gives the material higher strength
and resistance to corrosion, including the
possibility to tint the surface in an assortment
of colours. 

Functional art occupies the space between the
everyday and fine art. It is artwork which serves
a utilitarian purpose. Designed by Charles Haupt
and Gerrit Giebel, the “Intermissiøn Bench” which

ALUMINIUM
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Since its discovery in 1825, aluminium
has long been used for artistic
expression, with the first aluminium
sculpture dating back to 1893. The
aluminium statue of Anteros (famously
known as Eros), an Ancient Greek god,
was erected in London, in 1893. At
almost two and a half metres high, the
statue became the first large piece of
art made from aluminium. 

The aluminium sculpture had a higher
strength to weight ratio compared to
bronze, which was more commonly
used at the time. As a result, the figure
manages to balance on one leg while
maintaining an extended arabesque.

STUDIO NØDE

Images courtesy of
Studio  NØDE   

NØDE

https://bronzeage.co.za/node/limited-editions/
https://bronzeage.co.za/node/limited-editions/


In contrast to wood panels and
canvas which both expand and
contract, aluminium panels react
very little to changes in humidity
and temperature. This is the single
most important feature of
aluminium panels that makes them
more archival as they can be stored
in damp studios where traditional
painting surfaces would warp.
Unlike medium/high density
fibreboards (MFD/HDF), aluminium
panels will not damage easily if
dropped, making them more robust.
Unlike MDF/HDF that have been
treated with formaldehyde,
aluminium painting panels will not
release gases over time. 
Exposed areas on aluminium panels
will not tarnish due to its resistance
to oxidation.
Aluminium panels are lightweight
making them ideal for transportation.

The artwork found in some galleries is
created by using a sheet of aluminium
as a ‘canvas’. Aluminium panels as a
canvas are growing in popularity due to
the following reasons:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Hailing from Johannesburg, Gregor
Röhrig was one the first South African
artists to use anodised brushed
aluminium as a medium to showcase
his photographic art. His monochrome
photographs are printed on aluminium
sheets using archival ink.

The aluminium works are printed from
edge-to-edge. No framing is needed
as they can be mounted using the
attached back-mounts, allowing the
art to float from the wall.

GREGOR RÖHRIG

ALUMINIUM PAINTING PANELS

Image courtesy of
GREGOR RÖHRIG
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was exhibited at Design Miami, was
created using a piece of 20mm thick
airplane-grade aluminium which was
worked at 450°C and shaped using an
80-tonne press. It was then hand-
carved, before the edges were polished
and the piece was anodised.

“We work with aluminium because it has
fantastic properties which align with our
techniques very well. Because it’s not as
hard as steel but still very light, so we
can texture it, and we can carve it. It has
fantastic properties other metals don’t
have.” -Gerrit Giebel, NØDE.

- Gregor Röhrig.
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https://www.gregorrohrig.com/
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